OUR SIX
A gallery exhibit that focuses on the personal viewpoints and the
design processes of designers within Treaty 6 territory.

The title “Our Six” was developed to explore the
regional aspects of living within Treaty 6 territory.
“We are all Treaty People” is a refrain for those
inside Canadian Treaty boundaries – but what does
this statement really mean?
Is there a way to encapsulate the complexities of
living in treaty territory through the methodologies
of design? Can it be simplified into a graphical
delivery? Or is the simple depiction and delivery
of a well crafted logo an essential start to the
conversation – the aesthetic becomes statement
unto itself?
Using the Spread Show format of this exhibition
will help ensure the designers are focused and the
audience is educated through their process board.
The regional understanding and appreciation of
design is typically through the lens of “is it pretty.”
The delivery of this exhibit is to solidify the thinking
incurred throughout the process of designing as
well as depicting the core responsibility of design –
does it communicate.
The previous Spread Show (www.spreadshow.ca)
was shown in three galleries over the course of two
years. With a stronger and more interesting subject
matter this time, this show has the potential to
vastly exceed the previous reach and awareness.

Who
A selection of twelve designers within the
Treaty 6 territory will be tasked with developing
iconography and eventually a standalone logo. The
selected designers will be representative of two
groups – aboriginal and residents.
What
The logo will need to state “Our Six” in some way.
The number six can be spelt out, shown only as
graphic (eg. six of something), shown as numeral
(eg. 6), or shown as classic variation (eg. VI).
Limitations
The graphic limitations for this project is size
constraint and small colour palette. The image
needs to work well on a standard sized ball cap
which means no bigger than 4”x4” and only 3
applied colours.
Where & When
The final exhibition site will be determined nearer
the deadline for graphics – Spring 2018. The goal is
to have the show in late May or early June.

2 groups of 6 designers will be
selected and given the outline for
the design show. The groups will be
Aboriginal and Residents of Treaty 6.

Each designer develops a logo based
on their viewpoint of the overall
concept of “Our Six”.

The finished design is juxtaposed
with the designers depiction of their
personal design process. These 2
panels are printed large format ~48”x48” and hung side by side to
create a spread.

Each design will be made into a
limited-run ballcap.

The Spread Show will display
the artwork and the ball-caps
as a gallery exhibit.

The caps will then be auctioned off at
the “opening”. The raised funds will be
given to a local charity/organization.
(SCYAP)

The resulting designs can then be
printed on various merchandise as
regional awareness and educational
artifacts for public consumption.

